Eco Pickled
Surface

A truly green technology
that replaces acid pickling of
flat rolled steel, the EPS process
delivers savings to steel mills and
processors and brings a clearly better
product to steel users.
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Eco Pickled
Surface

Eco Pickled Surface (EPS) is a proven, patented process, invented and developed
by The Material Works, to replace acid pickling of flat rolled steel. Like acid pickling,
EPS removes mill scale from the surface of hot rolled steel, including stainless.
Unlike acid pickling, EPS pickling is safe and completely harmless to the environment.
Instead of caustic acids, EPS
PS uses steel grit mixed with ordinary water and
continuously recycles and re-uses these two process ingredients. The
core technology, called Slurry
urry Blasting, propels the grit and water
mixture onto the strip in uniform
niform streams that remove surface
scale without removing thee base steel. The resulting strip
surface is remarkably clean,
n, uniform and rust-resistant.
EPS processing does not affect steel chemistry or
hardness, but yields a surface
face that’s optimized
for paint performance - superior
uperior appearance
and better corrosion resistance.
tance.
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Modular EPS Cells

EPS descaling capacity is produced in discrete units called
EPS Cells
Cells. A standard EPS Cell houses 8 Slurry Turbines - four
to descale the top surface and four to descale the bottom
surface - plus the rinsing, filtering and slurry delivery systems for
continuous, automatic operation. A standard EPS Cell can
descale roughly 20,000 tons/month of hot roll strip steel coils,
operating in a ‘push-pull’ configuration.
In an EPS production line, EPS Cells can be placed in series two, three, four or more - to form a high capacity EPS pickling
line. Line speed increases proportionately with each EPS Cell
added, and placing a scale breaker before the EPS Cells can
significantly increase line speed. However, an EPS production
line occupies only about half of the space of an acid pickling
line of comparable capacity.
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EPS Outperforms Acid Pickling
Even the newest acid pickling technology involves serious risks and unavoidable costs:

.
. The risk of hydrogen explosions and fire
.
. Potential for acid burns and fume inhalation
. Deterioration of facilities, especially roof structures .

Expensive permitting, ongoing environmental reporting
Extensive safety training, transportation considerations
Acid regeneration and neutralization/disposal of pickling sludge

EPS eliminates these problems, yet has a 30% capital cost advantage over acid pickling.

Productivity & Flexibility Gains
When running harder steels like high carbon and alloy,
acid pickling lines have to be slowed considerably - as
much as 75% slower than when running low carbon
steel. And acid pickling of stainless steel requires a
dedicated line, because it uses the much more dangerous,
expensive hydrofluoric acid. But an EPS line can process
low carbon, high carbon, stainless and silicon steel all on
the same line with no changeover required
required.
An EPS line processes high carbon and alloy steel at
roughly the same throughput as low carbon steel. That
same EPS line will also process stainless steel at highly
productive rates. In fact, longtime acid picklers have hit
upon a strategy of using EPS to make their existing acid
pickling lines much more productive:

.
.
.

Install a multi-cell push-pull EPS processing line,
Move the difficult-to-pickle steels from their
continuous acid pickling line to the EPS line
where they will run much faster,
Dedicate the continuous acid pickling line to
mild steels so it can run at its top speed.

This strategy can increase the effective capacity of an existing
acid pickling line by as much as 75% in some cases.

"EPS processed steel offers very good performance for hot dip
galvanizing. It presents a very uniform, ‘tight’ finish with excellent
adhesion. EPS can be combined with a hot strip galvanizing line in
place of an acid pickling section ."
- Galvanizing Engineer from SMS-SIEMAG
"What attracted us to EPS processed steel was the dry surface. Also,
the cleanliness - EPS removes silicon streaks that acid pickling
highlights. We’re very happy annealing and cold reducing EPS.“
- Robert Costello, VP Operations for Greer Steel Company
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a coil of stainless steel emerges from an EPS Cell

Advantages for Mills and Processors
Steel producers and processors alike are investing in EPS
production lines because EPS processed steel performs
consistently well - often better than HRPO - in these
value-added applications:

.
.

Annealing
Cold Reduction

. Coil Coating
. Hot Dip Galvanizing

These applications all benefit from the fact that EPS
processed steel is dry - there’s no oil or other surface
contaminants. No need to remove oil prior to coating
contaminants
or galvanizing is a substantial benefit. The EPS process
also mitigates common surface defects like silicon
streaks, minor roll marks and pitting, so it presents a
more uniform surface for any downstream process.
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Cost Savings for Manufacturers
Fabricators rave about the appearance and cleanliness of EPS processed steel. But
they agree that no scale - is the key to savings and allows them to
replace all their hot roll, HRPO and pickled dry with EPS processed hot roll alone.
The clean, consistent EPS surface and absence of
oil provides an array of benefits to manufacturers:

. Significantly faster laser cutting speeds
. Reductions in laser maintenance
. Sheets no longer stick together when destacking
. Stronger, more uniform weld bead
. Reductions in toxic welding fumes
. Can ‘lean out’ paint pretreatment with no loss of
corrosion protection
. Change pretreatment wash solution less often
. Stamping lubricants perform better with no oil
. Entire shop - tooling, machines, parts and even
the employees - stay much cleaner
. No rust removal, rust rejects or rust claims
Material Quality and Recovery
EPS mitigates common mill imperfections like roll
marks, pitting, silicon streaks and pickling stains.
And it doesn’t just resist rusting, it also removes
surface rust from degraded coils. EPS processing
can transform secondary material into prime:

EPS Resists Rusting

M

ithout Oil

EPS processed steel resists rusting when handled/stored
such that it does not come into contact with moisture.
This has been proven in both the laboratory and actual
processing environments. It's why nearly all EPS is ordered
‘dry’ - without oil. But how is rust resistance possible?

.
.

In acid pickling, the chemical reaction leaves trace
amounts of chloride salts that react rapidly with
any moisture to cause rusting (the oil film on HRPO
is needed to prevent contact with moisture). EPS
pickling leaves no chloride salts.,
An additive used in the EPS slurry to reduce ‘smut’
contains a rust inhibitor, a residual amount of which
remains on the steel surface after rinsing. It has no
impact on paint performance, but enhances EPS
rust resistance.

"Our customers comment on how well the clean,
oil-free EPS surface laser cuts, how it lets them
increase their laser speed, and how the dry
surface helps throughout their other
fabricating processes.”
- Terry Orsbun, GM of O’Neal Steel,
Evansville, Indiana

"I'm very impressed with EPS.
We proved it is rust-resistant and
obtained excellent salt spray test results.
It even removes silicon streaks. With no oil,
there's less smoke in our thermal processing and
our paint pretreatment system stays much cleaner.”
- Matt DeJong, VP of DeJong Manufacturing
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Successful EPS Processing
For steel mills, service centers and toll processors, the simplicity and economics of
EPS processing are compelling. And the modular nature of EPS cells offers remarkable
flexibility for implementing this advanced technology in production facilities
facilities.
EPS production lines can be configured to process sheet and plate or coil.
EPS Cells can also be integrated into existing coil processing lines.
They can even be installed in existing acid pickling lines,
either replacing aged acid tanks, or performing
‘first-pass’ descaling to speed up the line.

A 2-Cell EPS Coil Line
is half the space, half
the installation cost of
an acid pickling line.

Comprehensive EPS Support
The Material Works provides complete technical
support from pre-construction facilities consulting,
to startup management and operator training, to
on-line maintenance instructions and replacement
parts ordering. Most important, the EPS Service
Technicians are accessible 24/7 to answer
questions and guide operations personnel to
the best solution for any issues they encounter.

Flexible Equipment Sourcing Options
Substantial portions of your EPS line can be sourced local.
Terminal equipment can come from your supplier of choice.
TMW can supply complete EPS Cells, or we can provide
detailed drawings to your equipment supplier so they can
manufacture/source the large
g Cell fabrications local to
you (figure below shows an example). This may significantly
reduce labor, freight, and import costs.

TMW Supplied
Sourced Local

Learn more about becoming an EPS Processor.

Visit the EPS web site:

www.epsprocess.com

There you will find detailed information about EPS technology, applications, approvals and experience. You’ll
also find interactive calculators which model EPS Processing economics for a variety of scenarios and assumptions.
Then, please contact EPS Sales for additional information or a quote for environmentally friendly EPS Technology.
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